“That They May Be One, As We Are”

The Significance of the Cappadocian Fathers’ Trinitarian Comprehension of Divine Persons for the Theological Understanding of the Constitutive Features of Human Persons

Abstract

The Trinitarian theology of the Cappadocian Fathers gives the theological basis for the Christian understanding of God and relations with Him. It was in the process of formulating and clarifying the Trinitarian teaching that the Holy Fathers of the fourth century elaborated the theological notions which became the foundation of the terminology of Orthodox Christology and, hence, of the whole of Orthodox theology as well. While giving the verbal expressions of the different aspects of the Christian experience of divine-human communion, the Cappadocian Fathers defined the Trinitarian content of the notions of person (πρόσωπον), hypostasis (ὑπόστασις), individual (ἄτομος), distinctive feature (ἱδίωμα), self-being (τὸ καθ’ αὐτὸ), mode of being (φύσις ὑπόρεξις), relation (σχέσις), nature (φύσις), and essence (οὐσία), in a broad soteriological perspectives. Keeping in mind these soteriological concerns of the Cappadocian Fathers, it is of obvious theological interest to take into consideration their use of such peculiar means of natural languages as personal names, personal and demonstrative means.
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pronouns, the adverb *how*, and grammatical gender.

The basic needs of contemporary theological anthropology and the humanities give a special significance to the representation of the consequences of the Cappadocian Fathers’ Trinitarian teaching in the form of a set of features that characterizes the personal way of living and therefore constitutes the understanding of human persons according to their divine exemplar. This set of characteristic features includes *relatedness, irreducibility of a person to nature, freedom, openness, uniqueness, immutability of a person*, as well as its *unknowability by objectifying methods*. Above all, it is these characteristic features which assure the elaboration of the apophatic definition of the theological notion of human person.
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The anthropological significance of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity developed by the Cappadocian Fathers in the fourth century becomes clearer due to their theological understanding of the human being as an image of the Holy Trinity, called to attain a likeness of his or her Divine Prototype\(^1\). To be more specific, the mode of being of Divine Persons sets for human persons the goal of absolute personal perfection, i.e. the goal of living through love\(^2\). The Second Person of the Holy Trinity, — the Lord Jesus Christ, reveals in human created condition all the fullness of the intra-trinitarian personal mode of being\(^3\). He thereby opens for human beings the possibility of reaching absolute perfection in the personal mode of being and becomes for them “the way, the truth, and the life”\(^4\).

While clarifying the theological content of the basic Trinitarian notions, the Cappadocian Fathers begin to use words *πρόσωπον* (person) and *ὑπόστασις* (hypostasis) as close synonyms\(^5\). Thus the word *person*,

---

\(^{1}\) Gen. 1:26–27; 5:1; 9:6; Sap. 2:23; Sir. 17:1–13; 1 Cor. 11:7; Col. 3:8–10; Eph. 4:24; James 3:9.


\(^{3}\) John 10:38; 12:45; 14:7, 9–11, 20; Philip. 2:5–7; Col. 1:15; Hebr. 1:3.

\(^{4}\) John 14:6. Cf.: Acts 4:12; Rom. 5:2; 1 Cor. 4:16; 11:1; Eph. 2:18; 5:1–2; 1 John 1:2.

signifying in their theology the Divine Persons — the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit — receives an absolute ontological sense inherent in the word *hypostasis*. At the same time, the notion of *hypostasis* acquires the personal connotations characteristic of the word *person*.

In this understanding of the Trinitarian meanings of the words *person* and *hypostasis* the word *person* assumes a special theological importance. The Cappadocian Fathers denote the Divine Hypostases with the word *person* even though the Sabellians compromised this word through using it for expressing the modalistic understanding of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. To expose the significance of the Trinitarian teaching for Christian anthropology it is also important to note that among four main theological notions — *person, hypostasis, nature, and essence* — the word *person* is, firstly, the only word originating not from philosophical but from everyday language. Secondly, this word was primarily associated with human beings. Therefore the word *person*, well known to the addressees of the Cappadocian Fathers through their experience of interpersonal relations, provides an opportunity to give Trinitarian language a clearer soteriological sounding. The Trinitarian considerations of the Cappadocian Fathers make their soteriological concerns even more evident through their regular use of the examples regarding human beings.

To express the different aspects of Divine revelation which human beings are called to grasp in communion with God, the Cappadocian Fathers distinguish between the pairs of synonyms — *person-hypostasis* and *nature-essence* — with the help of a number of criteria. In different theological contexts, they elucidate the content of the notion of *person*, or *hypostasis*, using seven main interrelated markers to distinguish it from the notion of *nature*, or *essence*.

---

7 Gregorius Nazianzenus. Orat. 31. S. 22.
**Firstly**, while specifying Trinitarian terminology they distinguish between the notions of *person-hypostasis* and *nature-essence* by defining the former as *particular* (τὸ καθ’ ἐξαιρέτων) and the latter as *common* (τὸ κοινὸν)⁹. As an important consequence of this understanding of divine persons, or *hypostases*, specific particular being acquires the highest ontological rank.

**Secondly**, the Cappodocian Fathers state that every *person-hypostasis* as particular differs from *nature-essence* as common, and from other persons-hypostases due to its **distinctive feature** (ἰδιώμα, ἱδιόζων σημείον, ἴδιοτης)¹⁰. They also explain this last point with the help of such specific grammatical means as personal names. Indeed, the majority of the words of natural languages refer the realities they describe to some genera or species, bringing them into correlation with other realities or natural features. Only a personal name immediately implies a personal uniqueness. The author of the famous Trinitarian treatise widely known as Letter 38 by St. Basil the Great points out that the names Paul or Timothy distinguish two human beings through their peculiarities. Since these names “no longer” (οὐκέπι) apply to common nature, the peculiarities, which they imply are understood here in an absolute way, such that they are characterized as “having nothing” (μηδεμίων ἔχουσα) in common¹¹.

**Thirdly**, in some cases the Cappodocian Fathers directly call *person-hypostasis* itself the **distinctive feature**¹². While defining the notion of divine *person-hypostasis* in such a way, they emphasize the **invariability** and **inimitability** of its **distinctive features**¹³. This approach contributes to the imparting of an absolute ontological importance to the notion of divine person. For anthropology, this means the uniqueness of human persons, giving theological reasons for claiming the absolute value of each human being.

**Fourthly**, while underlining the absolute ontological status of *person-hypostasis*, the Holy Fathers highlight its *self-being* (κατ’ αὐτό, καθ’

---


Applying the matter from an anthropological perspective, St. John Damascene asserts that person-hypostasis as self-being (κατ’ αὐτό) preserves the identity of the human being even in death.15

Sometimes the Cappadocian Fathers use the category of grammatical gender in their Trinitarian explanations. In such cases they relate the words one, other, another, whole, this in masculine form to person, or hypostasis, and the same words in neuter form to nature, or essence. The exemplary theological pattern of this way of distinguishing person-hypostasis from nature-essence belongs to St. Gregory of Nazianzus who elucidates the difference between these notions as follows: “[T]he Saviour consists of ‘it’ and another ‘it’... but not of ‘he’ and another ‘he’. ...And I say ‘it’ and another ‘it’ in a sense which is opposite to what I mean when speaking about the Holy Trinity. Because there are ‘he’ and another ‘he’, in order that the Hypostases may not be confused, but there are not ‘it’ and another ‘it’ since the Three are one and the same in divinity.”19 This way of explanation associates the notion of person-hypostasis with the ideas of activity and certainty while associating the notion of nature-essence with those of passivity and uncertainty. This contrast stresses the self-being of person-hypostasis in such a degree as to imply its determinative role in defining the nature-essence.


15 Joannes Damascenus. Dialectica... (Recensio fudor). S. 67.


17 εἰς, ἕτερος, ἄλλος, ὄλος, ἐκεῖνος.


Fifthly, as opposed to a common nature which is divisible according to different natural qualities to multiform multilevel subgroups, a person, or hypostasis, is characterized in fourth century patristic theology as individual, or — literally — indivisible (individuos, ἂτομος)\(^\text{20}\). This characteristic expresses the unconditional immutability of divine persons and their human images. An important anthropological implication of this aspect of the understanding of person-hypostasis enables a theologian to state that the personal identity of human being is not impaired in the processes of birth, maturation, education, acquisition or loss of different skills or any other processes in which his or her individualized nature had been involved throughout its whole life.

Sixthly, the Cappadocian Fathers specify divine persons-hypostases as different modes of being (τρόποι τῆς ὑπόρξεως)\(^\text{21}\). They also express this way of representing the person-hypostasis using the adverb how (ὅπως, πῶς)\(^\text{22}\).

St. Basil the Great characterizes as the mode of being which is the distinctive feature of the Father the property unbegotten (τὸ ἄγεννητος)\(^\text{23}\). This approach to describing person-hypostasis underlines that its distinctive feature is neither a part nor a property or quality of the nature. In other words, the distinctive feature understood as peculiar mode of being of person-hypostasis is irreducible to nature. This means the otherness (ἐπερότης) of each person holds both with regard to the common nature with its individual natural properties, and to other persons. This way of interpreting person-hypostasis allows the unity of the divine nature to be expressed without exception of any natural contents in the least.

One of the means that is used in natural languages for expressing the intuition of person as an out-of-nature reality is personal and demonstrative pronouns. While denoting a person, or hypostasis, in such a way the Holy Fathers avoid any mediating reference to natural aspects. This is especially useful for communicating the perception of the


irreducibility of the human being to any natural aspects, qualities or properties.

In anthropology, the patristic understanding of person-hypostasis as mode of being gives a terminological way to define the theological notion of human freedom with special lucidity. Indeed, human freedom in the deepest theological sense consists in a human person’s determining his or her way of living through setting the personal mode of being for his or her individualized nature, thus contributing to the determining of the state of the whole of human nature. In an ultimate eschatological perspective, such freedom means giving the whole of the created world some kind of personal dimension in the sense of its embracing both the personal communion of human beings with the Holy Trinity and human interpersonal communion.

In Orthodox theological anthropology, the personal irreducibility to nature, and the personal freedom of human beings are considered to be closely connected with the openness of a personal way of living. In other words, it is in actualizing personal openness that the human person overcomes its absorbedness by nature with its final universal determinacy, which subsumes psychological, social, environmental, and other genus-species and individual structures. Such personal openness means the ability of the person-hypostasis to preserve its invariability while changing its natural content. The ultimate realization of this peculiarity of personal openness has been wholly revealed to human beings by Jesus Christ who, having possessed as the Second Person of the Holy Trinity all the fullness of the divine uncreated nature, has assumed without any personal self-transformation all the fullness of a completely other human created nature.

Put more cautiously, the openness of the person-hypostasis has two sides. On the one hand, it expresses itself in emptying natural content from the individual in the course of the service of God and of neighbour. This side of personal openness is also expressed throughout Orthodox theology by means of the notion of kenosis (κένωσις)\(^\text{24}\). On the other hand, the openness of the personal way of living means an acceptance of the whole of human nature\(^\text{25}\). For the human person, the utmost completeness of personal openness requiring the fullness of both emptying and accepting, consists in partaking in the divine nature\(^\text{26}\) as adoption of the uncreated divine energies.

\(^{24}\) Philip. 2:7–8.


\(^{26}\) 2 Peter 1:4.
Seventhly, in their Trinitarian reflections the Cappadocian Fathers define person-hypostasis as relation (σχέσις)\(^{27}\).

The Holy Fathers of the fourth century also paid special attention to the relational character of the divine names Father, Son and Holy Spirit. For example St. Gregory of Nazianzus considers the name Father to be the name “neither according to essence, nor according to operation but according to relation and to the way the Father treats the Son and the Son treats the Father”\(^{28}\). Moreover, St. Amphilochius of Iconium characterizes the names of the Divine Persons as follows: “Father, Son and Holy Spirit are the names of the mode of being, that is relation”\(^{29}\). This explanation means that three Divine Persons as modes of being constitute themselves not by any individual natural qualities but through their relations.

For theological anthropology, the patristic definition of person-hypostasis as relation suggests that it is in personal, or hypostatic, relations that human persons, or hypostases, actualize their unique mode of being and achieve ontological fullness. Therefore this understanding of person-hypostasis makes it possible to substantiate that, from the Christian point of view, the perfection of the human being depends above all on the profundity of his or her personal relations with divine and human persons.

Moreover, the understanding of person-hypostasis as mode of being and relation implies the unknowability of the human being as a person through objectifying analytical methods dealing with different natural qualities and properties. The only way to understand a human person is to join in such a communion with him or her, which is based on personal relations, i.e. the “face to face (πρός πρός) relations of trust and love. The sine qua non condition of such relations and consequent communion consists in the mutual openness of both the person who is understood and the one who understands.

Supposing persons-hypostases to be modes of being and relations also permits an important theological anthropological conclusion: due to their personhood, human beings are personally responsible for the way their nature exists, manifesting its qualities and properties, and fulfilling its operations.


\(^{28}\) Gregorius Nazianzenus. Orat. 29. S. 16: ὅτι οὔτε υοὐσίας ὑνμα ὧ πατέρ, ὧ σοφώτατοι, οὔτε ἐνεργείας, σχέσεως δὲ καὶ τοῦ πᾶς ἐχεῖ πρὸς τὸν υἱὸν ὁ πατέρ, ἢ τὸ υἱὸς πρὸς τὸν πατέρα.

\(^{29}\) Amphilochoius Iconiensis. Fragm. 1: τὸ γὰρ πατέρ, υἱὸς καὶ πνεῦμα τὸ ἄγιον, τρόπου υπάρξεως ήτοιν σχέσεως ὑνματα, ἀλλ’ οὐκ υοὐσίας ἀπλῶς.

\(^{30}\) 1 Cor. 13:12.
Conclusion

In placing the notion of person, or hypostasis, beyond the content of the notion of nature, or essence, the Cappadocian Fathers found the conceptual means for further affirmation of such characteristics of divine being as uniqueness, freedom, and relatedness. Human persons, or hypostases, are called to approach as near as it is possible for them as created entities to this personal perfection. It is this Trinitarian comprehension of person, or hypostasis, read in terms of the soteriological concerns of the Cappadocian Fathers which means understanding a human being not merely as a natural entity, but also a person capable of accepting the supernatural dimensions of abundant life.31

According to theological interpretation, the Christian formation of the human being consists in his or her conversion, as it were a switching over from individualistic life determined by the laws, needs and motives of common human nature and particular natural features to a personal way of living being constituted through personal relations and expressing itself in actualizing the seven above characteristics. However, all these features characterize the personal way of living in an apophatic manner; in the final analysis, they reveal different aspects of the irreducibility of the person-hypostasis to nature. It means the consequent impossibility of the positive definition of the theological notion of person-hypostasis. Nonetheless, the aforementioned set of constitutive features provides theological anthropology with an important opportunity to define person in an apophatic way. Such a definition may be formulated as follows: A human person is the ontological core of the human, which defines the way of being of his or her individualized nature, actualizes itself in creative communion caused by interpersonal relations, and is characterized by irreducibility to nature, freedom, openness, uniqueness, immutability, and unknowability by objectifying methods.

This apophatic understanding of person as an extra-natural reality could for example help theologians to avoid pantheistic implications while formulating the doctrine of deification in terms of the personal adoption of uncreated divine energies. On the other hand it makes obvious the incompatibility of the personal actualization with any individualistic way of living defined by private characteristics of nature. Furthermore, the proposed interpretation of the human person may serve as a metaphysical base for theological reflections on a wide range of contemporary issues in psychology, sociology, philosophy of religion, philosophy of culture, ecology, and other humanities.

31 John 10:10.